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Ref. No. FFWPUI 2020-037
To:
Regional Group Chairs, Special Emissaries, Regional Presidents, Sub-regional
Directors, Special Envoys, National Leaders
Cc:
Heads of Providential Organizations, Personnel-in-charge in Regional Group
Headquarters, Sub-region & Regional Headquarters
From: FFWPU International Headquarters
Date: 3.12 by the Heavenly Calendar in the 8th Year of Cheon Il Guk (April 4, 2020)
Re.:
A Special Message from True Mother
1. May the love and blessings of Heavenly Parent and True Parents be with all mission
nations.
2. God’s wish was to become humanity’s vertical True Parent and realize the ideal of
‘One family of humanity under the Heavenly Parent.’ In other words, God intended
to become the ‘Heavenly Parent,’ not just ‘Heavenly Father’ but also ‘Heavenly
Mother’ and raise up heavenly individuals, heavenly tribes, heavenly peoples, heavenly
nations and a heavenly world where individuals, tribes, peoples, nations and the world
attend God as the Parent.
3. Following True Father’s Holy Ascension, True Mother proclaimed VISION 2020 and
through an inexorable advance, realized great victories at the national and continental
levels. On this foundation, the Events Celebrating True Parents’ Centenary and 60th
Holy Wedding Anniversary were victoriously offered to Heaven. Among these
commemorative events and on the foundation of national and continental victories,
True Mother proclaimed the Firm Establishment (安着) of Cheon Il Guk during the
7th Anniversary of Foundation Day held on 1.13 by the Heavenly Calendar (February
6, 2020). Furthermore, based on the firm establishment of Cheon Il Guk, on 1.14 by
the Heavenly Calendar (February 7, 2020), True Parents bestowed the precious
blessing of Cheonbo registration so that families can directly attend and resonate with
Heavenly Parent. They also proclaimed that by the 60th Heavenly Parent’s Day in 2027,
we will build the Heavenly Unified World where God is firmly established in substance
as our Heavenly Parent in Heaven and on Earth.
4. Following the firm establishment of Cheon Il Guk, True Mother offered profound
jeongseong for 55 days. On 3.9 by the Heavenly Calendar in the 8th Year of Cheon Il
Guk (April 1, 2020) at 7 PM, during the special meeting (conference call) for Cheon Il
Guk leaders attended by regional group chairs and UPF chairs from all 7 regional
groups, Mother gave a special proclamation message: “Since I still stand in the position
of having to embrace all humankind, which currently number 7.7 billion people, and

until they are all embraced, our name will no longer be the Unification Church or
Family Federation; I wish to change the name to Haneul Boomonim Gyodan,
‘Heavenly Parent Church’ in English.” True Mother gave a message of blessing where,
going beyond the Old and New Testament Ages and the Completed Testament Age
into the Era of the Firm Establishment of Cheon Il Guk, the era of direct attendance
to Heavenly Parent has been opened and Family Federation for World Peace and
Unification can fulfill its original role and mission as the Heavenly Parent Church.

5. An edited translation of True Mother’s special message:
“Beloved leaders, at this juncture when the completion of the providence must be realized
without fail, God is suggesting that we make a firm determination and march forward. For six
thousand years, fallen human history has continued; however, I believe that neither politics, nor
religion, nor any part of society can endure this fallen history any longer. We stand at a point where
hope for the future cannot be found. Most notably, centering on the Christian foundation, the longawaited Only Begotten Daughter has come for the first time in six thousand years and Christianity
stands at the point where it needs to move toward a new providence. However, since Christianity
is unaware of this point, the time has come when Heaven has no choice but to reveal the truth of
human history.
“The Creator Heavenly Parent’s dream was to live together with human beings on earth. In
other words, since True Parents have appeared before fallen humanity, it is necessary for people
to go through the process of rebirth and resurrection and acquire the necessary qualifications of
sons and daughters with whom Heavenly Parent can live together.
“Although the Christian foundation ought to have welcomed True Parents’ advent, its failure
to do so resulted in 60 years passing by. However, with regard to True Parents’ mission and
responsibility, Heaven raised True Mother, the Only Begotten Daughter, and opened a new
providential history. During Cheon Il Guk Foundation Day, I made a pledge before Heaven.
Originally, God was to be the Lord of all humankind, and although it was a small condition I
pledged to restore 7 nations and a continent. And in 2020 I proclaimed the firm establishment of
Cheon Il Guk.
“However, we cannot be satisfied with this. The coronavirus has shown critically that no selfcentered, man-made institution or creation can provide hope for humanity’s future. In particular,
during the coronavirus pandemic, Korea’s Christian foundation made numerous mistakes. This is
why during this period, I am offering a lot of jeongseong and prayer.
“There are things Heaven expects of True Parents and all of you who have received the
Blessing through True Parents. We stand at the point where humanity can be shown the path to
take through the leaders of the world and as soon as possible. Our Heavenly Parent is saying that
there can be no more delays at this time.
“Heavenly Parent the Creator created heaven and earth as well as the first human ancestors
and lives as an invisible spiritual being. Heavenly Parent’s wish was to live in oneness as a true
parent with the perfected first human ancestors. The six thousand years of fallen human history
have created an environment of division. This is evident just looking at religion. In the case of
Christianity, numerous denominations have been created over two thousand years. This is why it

is necessary to make people understand that any human-centered institution, whether a religion, or
any other type, can no longer bring hope.
“It is True Parents’ responsibility to realize the wish of Heavenly Parent, the original Owner.
In particular, it is also the responsibility of blessed children [and families] who received the
blessing. While I am alive on the earth, as True Parent, I must unite religions and I will establish a
system that can unite with one center all sectors [of society], whether ideology, politics, the
economy and so on.
“Since I still stand in the position of having to embrace all humankind, which currently
number 7.7 billion people, and until they are all embraced, our name will no longer be the
Unification Church or Family Federation; I wish to change the name to Haneul Boomonim Gyodan,
‘Heavenly Parent Church’ in English. Each nation must grow roots accordingly! This is the
responsibility we must fulfill on earth.
“All possible efforts and methods must be invested in expanding the environment of Cheon
Il Guk. Let us create Cheon Il Guk, the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth where, just like True Parents,
we can live in attendance to our Heavenly Parent in accordance with the original plan of creation!
May you all be healthy and let us march forward energetically! I love you!”
6. Administrative matters related to the change of name
1) Each regional group chair is requested to share the contents of True Mother’s special
message with leaders and members during the coming Sunday Worship Service.
2) The exact translation of Haneul Boomonim Gyodan, the image, logo and other items
will be announced later.
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